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To solve the dispute, the holders of intellectual property (IP) may select the legal 
proceeding against or negotiating with those who infringes their own rights. Due to 
the advantages in the cost and effectiveness of safeguarding the rights, the 
infringement warning is favored and widely used in safeguarding their rights. 
However, this self-remedy behavior has been abused by the IP holders, and developed 
into the tool of violating the fair competition order. Therefore, competition law should 
be introduced to regulate infringement warning.  
This paper includes three chapters: 
Chapter1 describe the theoretical basis of IP infringement warning, including its 
connotation, extension and legal nature. Stresses are put on the infringement warning 
of IP holders against the infringement by others, which is a kind of behavior claiming 
for IP. The object of IP is privacy and publicity in nature, and the IP is to restrain 
others to use the intellectual products. Therefore, it is highly probability that the claim 
for IP will produce negative influence on the legitimate rights of others and the public 
welfare. This chapter also includes studies on the positive role of infringement 
warning in protecting IP and its adverse effect on the fair completion order.   
Chapter2 is combing competition laws of Mainland and Taiwan regulating the 
illegal behavior of IP infringement warning and making the comparative studies on 
those laws. 
Chapter3 focuses on the conflict relation between the competition law and IP 
protection, and describes the function of exceptions in competition law in mediating 
the conflicts between the two. It is followed by the opinions on the just IP protection 
criterion. The paper concludes limitations of IP infringement warning adopted by 
competition law systems of cross-straits and related improvement suggestions. 
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